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The Odylingual Method (ALM) pointed out that in the 1950s, it was largely rooted in the U.S., the military's need to train large volumes of personnel in different languages during World War II. In transforming language teaching from an art to a science, he shared many aspects with Direct Method. Both had a reaction to perceived failures in the Grammar-Translation Method. Both prohibit the use of native
languages and prioritize listening and speaking skills rather than both reading and writing. ALM is still different in several ways. 1) based on behaviorist behavior in the early 20th century, everything can be learned through conditioning; and 2) emphasized structuralism and structural linguistics grammar structure. In ALM, grammar is prioritized over accuracy based on vocamunic and fluency, which gives
learners few opportunities to produce errors that are seen as potentially contagious. After all, the student will speak automatically. The Odylingual Method is also called odydillilik, The specific characteristics of the Army Method Odylingual Method course : the target language/teacher-centric mechanical habit-building activities in some native languages are immediately reinforced for errors (bad habit-cause)
new structural patterns and verbal reproduction of words and dialogues (repeat drills, chains, drills) from key structures to oral pattern-drills through oral pattern-puncturing, ikame drills ...) The most exopific learning of grammar rules based on dialogues (i.e. open grammar teaching) is the use of tapes, visual aids and ultimately the study of language laboratories reading and writing based on previous oral
work, sometimes homework given as homework that slideshare make a funcionalidade e o desempenho site , assim como para apresentar publicidade mais relevante aos nossos usuários. Se você continuar a navegar o site, você aceita o uso de cookies. Leia nosso Contrato do Usuário e nossa Política de Privacidade. O SlideShare is a cookies money otimizar a funcionalidade e o desempenho site,
assim como para apresentar publicidade mais relevante aos nossos usuários. Se você continuar a utilizar o site, você aceita o uso de cookies. Leia nossa Política de Privacidade e nosso Contrato do Usuário para obter mais detalhes. With the outbreak of World War II, armies had to be verbally professed in the language of their allies and enemies as soon as possible. This teaching technique was initially
called the Army Method and was the first technique based on linguology and behavioral psychology. View the larger version of Skinner with all methods based on behavioral theoryExplanation, assumed that a person can be trained using a reinforcement system. Errors receive negative feedback while the correct behavior gets positive feedback. Learning approach, Direct method, this course is completely
located in the target language. The emphasis is on the acquiring of common daily dialogue patterns. The Voice-lingual Method was widely used in the 1950s and 1960s, and the emphasis was not on understanding words, but rather on the acquiring of common daily dialogue structures and patterns. These patterns are revealed, repeated and tested until the student's answers in a foreign language are
automatically given. Some features of this method are: Drills are used to teach structural patternsTonationgramal descriptions are memorized by holding at least one focusSounded-visual aids are used In the contextSound-visual aids are used on pronunciationOnly-visual aids are positively reinforcedModern UseSes-lingual Method is still used today, but not as the basis of the course normally, but as part
of individual lessons. Such lessons can be popular because they are relatively simple from the teacher's point of view, and the student always knows what to expect. Some of the most famous supporters of this method are Giorgio Shenker, who encouraged guided self-learning through the Shenker method in Italy, and Robin Callan created the Callan method. Improvements and ProblemsThis was key to
the success of comprehensive memorization, recitation and over-learning patterns, because students can often see immediate results, but also weakness. The language could not be acquired through a habitual process. The method's insistence on repeating and memorizing standard phrases ignored the role of context and knowledge in language learning. As the linguistics study evolved, it was revealed
that language was not acquired through a habitual process and that errors were not necessarily bad. It has also been claimed that methodology does not provide an improvement in communication capability in the long term. SummaryWhen – 1950-1970, some sporadic or selective use today Focus - Features of sentences and sound patterns - Listening and speech drills and pattern application not only
English Supporters - B.F. Skinner, Leonard Bloomfield, Robin Callan Teaching Audio-Lingual method II. Also called Aural oral approach. It is based on the structural appearance of language and behavioral theory of language learning. There are a lot of similarities with the Odylingual Approach Direct Method to language teaching. Both were considered a response to the shortcomings of the Grammar
Translation method, both rejecting the use of the mother tongue and stressing that speech and listening competer competes were before reading and writing competes. But there are differences, too. The direct method emphasized the teaching of vocagu; the structural appearance of the language is the appearance behind the sound-lingual method. This approach is focused on examining how languages
are related today, that is, 'synchronised' rather than 'diachromic'. It was also argued that linguistic signs consist of two parts, a pointer (the sound pattern of a word) and a sign (the concept or meaning of the word). The language study aims to define parole performance because it is the only observable part of the language. BehaviorismBehaviorism is a philosophy of psychology based on the suggestion
that everything organisms do -- including acting, thinking and emotion -- can and should be accepted as behavior. It claims that bending occurs through associations, habit formation and reinforcement. When the student produces the desired behavior and is positively reinforced, it is likely that the behavior will spread again. Odylingual method The purpose of theodylingual method is the ability to pronounce
correctly and grammar, respond quickly and accurately in speech situations, and enough vocacabilgi to use with grammar patterns. In particular, he was able to master the building blocks of language and learn the rules of combining them. The learning structure or grammar was believed to be the starting point for the student. Some of the features of the method are: language learning is habitual, errors are
bad and should be avoided, because they are considered bad habits, language skills are learned more effectively when presented orally first, then in writing, analogy is a better basis for language learning than analysis, the meaning of words can only be learned in a linguistic and cultural context. The main activities include reading loud dialogues, recurring model sentences and sounding. Important
structures from dialogue serve as the basis for different types of pattern drills. The lessons in the classroom focus on the correct imitation of the teacher by the students. Students are not expected to produce the correct output, but also pay attention to correcting pronunciation. Correct grammar is expected in use, but open grammar teaching is not provided. This is taught inductively. Additionally, the target
language is the only language to be used in the class. Advantages Grammar aims to improve listening and speaking skills that are one step away from the translation method The use of educational aid has proven its effectiveness in word teaching. DisadvantagesThe method is based on incorrect assumptions about language. Language study does not mean examining parole, observable data. Mastering a
language is based on obtaining the rules underlying language performance. In other things, they are linguistic, socio-linguistic and rhetorical competestities. The behavioral approach to learning has now fallen out of sight. Many scientists have proven this weakness. Noam Chomsky (Chomsky, Noam (1959). B. F. Skinner's review of verbal behavior) has written harsh criticism of the principles of theory.
More information about the Odylingual Method: Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching (Cambridge Library of Language Teaching)Ckeck also brown's book: Principles of Language Learning and Teaching (6th Edition)References:For more information on Situational Language Teaching and other methods:Richards, J. C. &amp; Rogers, T. S. (1986). Approaches and methods in language teaching:
A description and analysis. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press.Brown, H. D. (2000). Principles of language learning and teaching (4. ed.). New York: LongmanOthers resources:Wikipedia: Odylingual Method Method
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